Exodus 1:1-22 — “The House of Pain”

Setting the Table
Part 1: We are reintroduced to “the occupants
of the house” in vv. 1-7, followed by …
Part 2: A new foreign policy resulting in “the
oppression of the occupants” in vv. 8-14, and …
Part 3: Subsequently “the persecution of the
occupants” in vv. 15-22

The Oppression
With v. 8 the continuing story begins …
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And proceeds in four stages

Stage 1 — The new king … v. 8
Stage 2 — The new foreign policy … vv. 9-11
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Stage 3 — The new “reality” … v. 12

Stage 4 — The new policy intensified … vv. 13-14

The New King
Who is the new king?
We don’t know!!

What are we told about this new king?
He did not know Joseph …
Could mean that he’d never heard of Joseph

The New King
Or — more likely — that he would not
acknowledge Joseph’s standing
Specifically — He would not honor a
tradition of honoring the Hebrews for
Joseph’s sake …
Which vv. 9-11 would seem to support

The New King
Along with a similar usage of the same verb
(i.e. “to know”) in Exod 5:2 [turn]

How does the Bible affirm that this
“new king” is an actual historical figure?
Stephen cites v. 8 in his marvelous defense in
Acts 7:18 [turn] … start in v. 11

The New Foreign Policy
What is the new foreign policy?
Bondage by means of enslavement

What does v. 9 imply?
That Israel had maintained its separation
from Egypt and established a “national
identity”

The New Foreign Policy
“His people” in v. 9 likely refers to his
court officials or military advisors
What argument does the king make to
his officials?
The assessment: Israel is more and mightier
than us — confirming their population growth

The New Foreign Policy
The exhortation: Let us deal with it; that is,
the population growth … v. 10a
The threat: They will multiply “all the
more” and eventually overthrow us in war
The outcome: They will “go up” (depart)
from here

The New Foreign Policy
What was the solution — v. 11?
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Turn Israel into a “slave labor pool” —
afflicting them with hard labor
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The New “Reality”
How did that work out — v. 12?
It backfired!!
They multiplied and increased (spread out)
all the more …
In direct proportion to the degree of their
affliction

The New “Reality
Producing a sickening feeling of fear (dread)

Why did this happen?
Because man’s efforts will never thwart God’s
plans …
Which serves up an important implication
for us today, namely …

The New “Reality”
Our response as we watch current
events at home and around the world
How should we react?
With love and prayer for the persecuted …
Recognizing that God is sovereignly in
control

The New “Reality”
How should we NOT react?
With anxiety or fear of man as Egypt did

What was Egypt’s response in vv.
13-14?
They were belligerent — They …

The Intensification
Intensified their labor — caused them to
labor rigorously (literally “harshly”), and
Expanded their duties — first building
projects and now “in the field” …
Likely including crops and herds

BUT THERE IS MORE …

The Persecution
If vv. 8-14 represent oppression, verses
15-22 move to outright persecution
What is Pharaoh essentially trying to do?
Eliminate an entire race

Having failed to curb Israel’s growth
through hard labor …

The Persecution
Pharaoh now resorts to infanticide —
targeting male infants
Like vv. 8-14, this final scene unfolds
in stages as well …
Stage 1: From oppression to persecution —
vv. 15-16

The Persecution
Stage 2: God’s sovereign response — vv. 17-19
Stage 3: God’s blessing — v. 20-21
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From Oppression to Persecution
Like most “despots” Pharaoh ups the
ante in vv. 15-16 …
As he does, we see an inevitable
element of unchecked power — What?
Irrational arrogance — driven by fear!

From Oppression to Persecution
Whose fear do I speak of?
Pharaoh’s!!!
Despite the appearance of great power,
most despots live in fear …
Thus their use of extreme “force” to keep
people under control

From Oppression to Persecution
Shiphrah and Puah are likely the leaders
of a midwife “brigade” given the current
size of the nation …
As opposed to the only “2” in all of Israel
Why does Pharaoh zero in on male
infants — and not the girls?

From Oppression to Persecution
Conjecture — but I would surmise …
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Women don’t fight wars — so given his concern of
Israel joining in battle, eliminating men would be a
priority, and …
He may have planned to then marry off the girls to
Egyptian men … slowly erasing ethnic identity
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The very thing God protected moving them to Egypt

God’s Sovereign Response
How did the midwives respond?
They defied Pharaoh’s directive

Why?
Because they “feared” God — good reason!!!
When the object of the Hebrew verb translated
“feared” is “God,” the nuance is “reverence” or
“honored” versus “being afraid”

God’s Sovereign Response
What was their stated reason for failing
to carry out Pharaoh’s directive?
The Hebrew women’s “vigor” in childbirth

What do you think of their explanation?
Seems pretty flimsy to me …
Almost as if they are mocking Pharaoh

God’s Sovereign Response
What was Pharaoh’s response?
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Seems he “bought” their explanation …
Yet it is surprising that he does nothing to
the midwives!
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Why do you think that is the case?
God’s sovereign protection!!

God’s Blessing
How did God bless the midwives
actions?
First he showed favor to the midwives —
literally … He “caused goodness to” or
“dealt well with” the midwives
Second — He continued to multiply Israel

God’s Blessing
Why does God continue to multiply
the nation?
To fulfill His covenant promises and
demonstrate His sovereignty!

What specifically does God do for the
midwives?

God’s Blessing
He established their households …
In other words he gave them husbands and
children!

What is ironic — even humorous —
about God’s blessing?

God’s Blessing
Instead of them being “wiped out” by
Pharaoh for their insubordination …
God blessed them in opposition to the very
thing they were charged to do …
He gave them increase when they were
commanded to cause decrease!!

God’s Blessing
Before we leave this section, we need
to address a difficult question
How do we reconcile God rewarding
deceit — or even outright lying?
Some commentators try to avoid the question
by saying they didn’t lie

God’s Blessing
After all, once the Hebrew mothers heard
of the decree …
It is certainly plausible they did not call the
midwives — BUT …
If that were the case, why was that not the
midwives response to Pharaoh??

God’s Blessing
So the problem remains — both here
and in other OT accounts like Rahab
So, how do we deal with it?
I think the answer lies in understanding
what specifically God is blessing ..

God’s Blessing
He is NOT blessing their actions …
Instead He is blessing their FAITH —
expressed here as their reverence for what
is important to God …Life!
In other words — God can see their
motives in spite of their actions

God’s Blessing
Now, we should not “spiritualize” lying
Yet we should recognize that God can
bless pure motives in spite of impure
actions …
Because He knows our hearts!

God’s Blessing
Alternatively we could approach the issue
in the context of Matt 22:15ff [turn]
Now we would all aspire to be like Peter
and the Apostles in Acts 5:17ff — letting
the “chips fall as they may,” and responding
to fear with a gospel witness [turn]

God’s Blessing
But I would say we more often go the
way of the midwives …2
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reassuring to know that God is often
so gracious in our weakness!

Pharaoh’s Last Stand
This Pharaoh’s “obstinate” hard
heartedness in v. 22 sets the tone for
what will follow in chapters 5-11
He does not acknowledge God’s
supernatural hand …

Pharaoh’s Last Stand
Rather, he persists in pursuing his agenda
to wipe out the Hebrews …
Now commanding the Egyptian people to
carry out his infanticide
Do you think they were diligent in
enforcing this command?

Pharaoh’s Last Stand
The honest answer is that Scripture doesn’t
explicitly say …
But chapter 2 — next week — will give us
some indication

Let’s close chapter one with some
implications for us …

Implications
Man cannot thwart God’s plans
The world, like Pharaoh, will always
oppose God’s purposes and God’s people
Jesus said as much multiple times in the
Gospels, and …
We should expect it and be prepared for it

Implications
God always has a plan in suffering
We saw it in Genesis with Joseph
We see it here with Israel’s bondage and
persecution
We see it in the book of Job

Implications
In suffering we must remember that …
God is NO LESS sovereign
Nor is He any LESS loving, and …
Our suffering will somehow accrue to His
glory

Implications
Suffering is not always God’s tool …
But it is often required to bring us to the
end of ourselves, so that …
He can display and we can recognize His
goodness (Rom 8:28ff)

Implications
God makes lemonade out of lemons …
That is — He can use our “sour” failures to
accomplish His “sweet” purposes

Last — We should not limit what God
can do with the small & the mundane!

